08 Is little and large the future?
Intel might be combining its little low-power Atom cores with its big Core processor designs. Richard Swinburne analyses the implications.

10 A battle of Epic proportions
With Apple, Google and Epic duking it out over app store pricing structures, Tracy King asks if we should be taking sides.

28 Dual-screen laptop life
Asus’ new Duo laptop has two screens, with one positioned just above the keyboard. Is it the future of laptop design, or a concept taken too far?

38 Mini mobo marvels
We check out eight brand-new AMD B550 and Intel X490 Mini-ITX motherboards.

50 Open wide
There’s a raft of new ultrawide, high-refresh-rate gaming monitors, but which is worth your investment?

66 Evil eye
Rick Lane explores the complexities of designing one of the most important elements of any game: the enemy.

68 Lonely travels
Death Stranding has arrived on PC. Was it worth the wait or is it a path not worth travelling?

74 The complete guide to mini PCs
With fewer components needed in modern PCs, mini PCs are becoming ever more popular. In this month’s cover feature, we guide you through all the areas you need to consider – from cases and cooling to motherboards and memory – when designing and planning your mini PC.

82 Powerful stuff
VRMs are often discussed and even more often misunderstood, so Edward Chester explains all.

87 Custom PC Awards 2020 – winners announced
We may not have been able to have the party we wanted, but there are still winners to announce for this year’s Custom PC Awards.

92 Extreme customisation
Björn Höjing Burle takes modding up a notch, building an entire PC into the back of a monitor.

96 Hobby tech
Gareth Halfacree investigates the new Nine Tiles prototype ZX Spectrum ROM, hacks a thermographic camera, and peruses the new Do You Compute coffee table book.

102 Grant me this
PC cases are in many ways better than ever but Antony Leather still longs for much more.

114 Master of some
You should always know what you want to do with your PC and how to build it for that specialism before specing it up, argues James Gorbold.
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